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The Great Divide



While on their way to the North Pole, Aang and his friends arrive at a giant canyon where two groups of refugees are bickering over who should get to go across.  Aang decides to walk across with the two groups to ensure they don’t fight one another.  However, he soon learns that the two tribes have been feuding for one hundred years and they both believe their actions are justified.  But when the predators inside the canyon start to come out, Aang is stuck trying to defend both tribes from each other and the vicious wildlife.
Quest roles:
Scott Menville(Gan Jin tribesman (voice)), Roberta Farkas(Zhang Leader (voice)), Rene Auberjonois(Gan Jin Leader (voice)), Leonard Stone(Canyon Guide (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 May 2005, 11:00
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